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Abstract- In Elastic Optical Networks (EONs), overcoming spectrum contiguity and continuity constraints is a challenging 

task while allocating spectrum slots (SS) to an incoming traffic demand. The frequent setup and release of SS over spectrum 

paths (SP) lead to unused isolated non- contiguous SSs. These isolated SS becomes unusable for future connections and causes 

significant fragmentation of spectral resources and degrades the network performance. This paper presents a spectrum 

assignment (SA) strategy that allocates SS based upon the relative difference between the required SS width and available SS 

width. The performance of proposed SA technique is evaluated in terms of Network Blocking Probability (NBP) by carrying 

out simulations under variable load conditions. The comparative analysis shows that the proposed strategy reduces spectrum 

fragmentation effectively as compared to existing SA strategies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The recent bandwidth hungry multimedia applications 

require huge bandwidth in order to provide seamless 

services.   Optical Backbone networks based on Dense 

Wavelength Division Multiplexing technology uses ITU-T 

fixed grid spectrum allocations, fails to serve these 

exponential and heterogeneous bandwidth demands. EONs 

are OFDM based networks that provides flexibility in 

allocation of spectral resources, and can cater this ever 

increasing traffic demand efficiently [1][2].  

In EONs, while assigning spectral resources, each adjacent 

orthogonal subcarrier in OFDM must be consecutive for 

better spectrum efficiency. All these complexities and 

constraints in selecting a route along with an efficient SA 

strategy are termed as RSA. In Fixed routing approaches, 

routes for each source-destination pair are predetermined 

and routes are established using minimum hop and shortest 

path algorithms such as Dijkstra’s algorithm. While in 

adaptive routing algorithms, a least loaded route is 

determined dynamically upon arrival of a connection 

request. 

All these single path routing algorithms may not find 

contiguous SS when the network is fragmented leading to 

blocking of connection request. Multipath Routing (MR) 

provides advantage of using more than one SP by splitting a 

connection request into multiple smaller requests and assign 

SS on different routes to these requests. However assigning 

multiple paths may require use of guard carriers that may 

limit spectrum utilization. 

Figure 1, shows the concept of MR with a five node network 

with five links. Each link having five SS and requires one 

SS as guard carrier while servicing connection request. From 

Figure 1(a), when a traffic request with two SS arrives at A 

to node C, the request is blocked as the required three SS 

(two SS for request and one for guard carrier) are not 

available on the link AC. However, using MR the same 

connection request can be splitted into two request of one SS 

each and can be transferred over the links AC and ADC with 

one guard carrier on each link as shown in Figure 1(b). 

Therefore MR based RSA schemes are much efficient in 

handling large traffic demands and minimizing NBP.  

 
(a)    Network state before RSA          
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       (b) Network state after RSA 

Figure 1: Illustration of RSA using Multipath Routing [3] 

 

SA strategies consider the spectrum contiguity and 

continuity constraints for efficient spectrum utilization. In 

spectrum continuity constraint, all the SS over the assigned 

SPs for a connection request should have same SSs. 

Spectrum contiguity means if a connection request requires 

N number of SSs, then these N SSs must neighbor each 

other. The various elastic SA strategies have been discussed 

extensively in literature. In FF SA policy, a lower indexed 

SS from a list containing all the SSs available over the 

network is used to serve the connection request. In Random 

Fit (RF) policy, a SS is selected randomly from the list of 

available slots. The selected SS, after the completion of 

connection request are returned to available slots list. The 

Last Fit (LF) policy works opposite to that of FF policy and 

chooses a highest indexed slot from the list of available 

slots. FF policy provides lesser NBP as compared to other 

SA strategies. [4] 

The organization of paper is as follow: Section 2 provides a 

brief description of spectrum fragmentation occurring in 

EONs and various fragmentation metrics. Section 3 contains 

the related work found in literature. Section 4 demonstrates 

the design and simulation setup using proposed slot based 

SA strategy. Section 5 contains results and discussion and 

section 6 concludes the paper.  

 

II. SPECTRUM FRAGMENTATION 

 

In EONs, while allocating spectrum paths to dynamic traffic 

demands, the RSA algorithms have to consider spectrum 

continuity and contiguity constraints. The frequent setup and 

release of SS over spectrum paths leads to unused, isolated 

non contiguous SSs. These isolated and unused SS becomes 

unusable for future connections and causes significant 

fragmentation of spectral resources. Fragmented spectrum 

has a degrading effect in network performance, as increased 

fragmentation leads to increased NBP and reduced spectrum 

usage efficiency. 

Figure 2 shows an illustration of how a connection request 

for a traffic demand can be blocked because of 

unavailability of continuous and contiguous SS due to 

fragmentation. In Figure 2(a), a connection request with a 

demand of two contiguous and three continuous slots 

request a SP from source to destination over three links. 

Figure 2(b) shows that the spectrum consists of two 

contiguous SS for each link 1, 2 and 3. But these SS are not 

continuous hence connection request is blocked due to non 

availability of continuous /aligned SS. In Figure 2(c), each 

link has two group three continuous/aligned SS but these SS 

are not contiguous therefore the connection request is 

blocked. From figure 2, although two free SS are available 

in each link but due to fragmented spectrum, the connection 

request is blocked.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Spectrum Fragmentation due to non-continuous 

and non-contiguous spectrum Slots [5]. 
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Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows a different concept of horizontal 

and vertical fragmentation occurring due to spectrum 

contiguity and continuity constraints. Figure 3 (a), shows an 

incoming request with four contiguous and two continuous 

SS from source to destination through link 1 and 2. From 

figure 3(b), horizontal fragmentation occurs due to spectrum 

continuity constraint in which the same block of spectrum 

may not be available to serve traffic demands along the 

successive links of a SP although the SP may have sufficient 

SS for serving the incoming request.  

The vertical fragmentation occurs due a situation in which 

the SS over a link are fragmented into non-contiguous 

blocks. These non-contiguous SS cannot be allocated to a 

large demand and the incoming request is thus blocked. 

Spectrum Fragmentation causes degrading effects that limits 

network performance. It increases NBP and thus reduces 

network utilization efficiency. As the unused SSs remain 

scattered and not enough contiguous SS may be available 

over the SPs that may lead to blocking of high-bandwidth 

connections and leads to starvation of higher bandwidth 

services. 

 
     (a) Connection request from S to D              

          
  (b) Horizontal and Vertical Fragmentation       

Figure 3: Horizontal and vertical Spectrum Fragmentation 

  

In order to judge the effectiveness of any RSA strategy and 

to monitor the exact level of fragmentation over a SP, a 

correct defragmentation metric must be used.  Many 

fragmentation metrics have been reported in the literature. 

These metrics access the current state of fragmentation in 

the network and quantifies the level of fragmentation. The 

various fragmentation metrics are explained as follows. 

 

External Fragmentation metric     ):     metric 

calculates the ratio of largest available contiguous free SS to 

the total number of available free slots. 

      
    

    
                        (1) 

Where      is the largest available contiguous free SS,      

is total available free SS in the entire link. 

EF provides a value that is correlated with the fragmentation 

level. EF metric only consider largest available contiguous 

free SS but not the other available smaller spectrum 

fragments. 

 

Fragmentation Metric based on Shannon Entropy (    ): 
The information content in a message is measured using 

entropy. This concept of entropy can be used a metric to 

measure level of fragmentation. This metric is defined as  

       ∑
  

    
 

  
                     (2) 

Where f denotes a free spectrum fragment and    is number 

of SS in f.   , represent the total free SS in the link. 

Like     metric,      also doesn’t consider absolute loss and 

hence cannot conclude whether the spectrum is fully 

fragmented or not. 

 

Access Blocking Probability Metric (    ):      metric 

proposed in [6], is based upon transponder granularity. It can 

be used to quantify or estimate the level of fragmentation. 

The ABP can be mathematically expressed as: 

        
∑ ∑           

 
   

 
   

∑          
 
   

        (3) 

Where T is the total number of available free SS, G is set of 

available granularity.    is the required number of SS type k 

granularity. 

     can estimate relative fragmentation as it gives values 

between 0and 1, where 0 indicate free and contiguous 

spectrum and 1 indicates complete fragmentation. If all the 

spectrum fragments are smaller than the smallest 

granularity, then      returns a value of 1 indicating 

complete fragmentation. 

 

III. RELATED WORK 

 

In [6], the authors have presented a comprehensive 

description of various fragmentation metrics and state of art 

technology in spectrum defragmentation. Authors have also 

proposed Access Blocking Probability (ABP) as a 

performance metric in evaluation of spectrum fragmentation 

problems in both static and dynamic traffic environment. 

The authors evaluated the performance from the context of 
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operator network considering transponder granularity and 

result shows improved performance as compared to FF 

strategy. In [7], the authors have analyzed the effect of 

bandwidth fragmentation on NBP and identified that the 

availability of spectrum blocks on lightpaths and the sizes of 

available spectrum blocks as a major constraint in resource 

utilization in EONs. From theoretical and numerical 

analysis, the authors concluded that relation among 

bandwidth fragmentation, bandwidth distribution,  NBP and 

spectrum utilization must be considered for designing an 

efficient defragmentation strategy. 

In [8] the authors have proposed a proactive bandwidth 

defragmentation based RSA algorithm that selectively 

reroutes existing connections with best effort traffic 

migration to minimize traffic disruptions. Simulative results 

show that proposed algorithm required rerouting of only 

30% existing connections with less than 1% traffic 

disruption for efficient spectrum utilization and the further 

use of move-to-vacancy (MTV) approach reduced the traffic 

disruption upto 0.25%. A grouped elastic SA strategy for 

EONs based upon channel grouping is proposed in [9] .The 

proposed strategy reconfigures the push-pull spectrum 

reallocation strategy with in an acceptable waiting time for a 

service request. The simulative result shows that the 

proposed strategy reduces the bandwidth requirement per 

channel for a specified waiting time. The proposed strategy 

also specified a margin bandwidth among neighbor channels 

for seamless service delivery without requiring frequent 

reconfigurations. 

In [10] the authors have presented entropy based 

quantitative metric for spectrum fragmentation based upon 

adaptive waveform analysis using orthonormal bases and 

provides efficient compressions of signals. The authors 

presented a RSA algorithm for EONs, based upon Shannon 

entropy as a performance metric [11]. The result shows that 

a considerable improvement of 10% in NBP was achieved 

using proposed algorithm under dynamic conditions as 

compared to existing RSA algorithms. 

In [12], the authors have presented a Markov Chain (MC) 

based analytical model for performance evaluation of Flex 

grid WDM networks. The performance was evaluated based 

upon resource utilization rate, NBP and fragmentation rate 

as performance metrics. In [13] the authors presented a MC 

based analytical model for spectrum fragmentation in EONs. 

The proposed model efficiently quantifies the NBP in two 

distinct set of services: low data rate circuits with a channel 

of one spectrum slice and high data rate circuits using a 

superchannel mechanism over a single fiber. The authors in 

[14] present a novel SA strategy for efficient allocation of 

spectral resources in EONs. The authors presented the model 

as a stochastic process using MC .The performance of 

proposed strategy is compared with existing strategies based 

upon NBP and fragmentation ratio. The proposed strategy 

works optimally and provides minimum NBP and 

fragmentation ratio. 

The authors in [15], proposed a subcarrier-slot partition 

scheme with first-last fit SA for EONs which increases the 

number of contiguous aligned available SS. The 

performance of proposed strategy was evaluated and 

compared with partitioned and non partitioned based FF and 

RF SA strategies .The proposed strategy was successful in 

creating more number of contiguous SS as compared to 

other strategies. Simulative result shows that the proposed 

strategy provides reduced NBP while accommodating 

33.33% more traffic volume as compared to FF SA strategy 

[16]. The authors in [17] separated the two dimensional 

spectrum fragmentation into fragmentation and 

misalignment sub problem. The authors also proposed a 

joint RSA algorithm and evaluated its performance with 

respect to k shortest path algorithm. Simulative result shows 

that the proposed algorithms works efficiently and provides 

a significant reduction in NBP upto 4.43% from 96.62%.  

In [18], the authors proposed two modified fragmentation 

aware RSA algorithms while considering distribution of 

traffic bandwidth and the carrying capability of SS. The 

authors proposed a low complexity fragmentation-aware 

load-balanced shortest path routing scheme (FL-SPR) and a 

modified fragmentation-aware load-balanced k-shortest-path 

routing scheme (FL-KSPR) .The performance of proposed 

algorithms was evaluated using network accommodation 

and computational complexity as performance metric. 

Results show that the proposed algorithms give an 

improvement of upto 39.09% in network accommodation 

and a reduced computational complexity upto 80% was 

achieved. 

The authors in [19] proposed a mechanism to reduce 

fragmentation by assigning demand based constant spectrum 

blocks to incoming traffic request. Simulative results 

reaffirm that the constant slot assignment strategy out 

performs elastic spectrum assignment strategy and provides 

reduced NBP. In [20] the author proposes a RSA algorithm 

based on Minimized variable-grouping (MVG) mechanism. 

Performance evaluation shows that the proposed algorithm 

by minimizing the grouped spectrum resources can reduce 

the NBP upto 78% for lower network load and upto 6% for 

heavy load condition. The number of spectrum fragments 

reduced upto 87% compared with the typical ungrouped FF 

RSA algorithms. 

In [21], the authors have proposed a novel dynamic RSA 

method to reduce spectrum fragmentation by providing 

immediate reservation or advanced reservation to the 

incoming traffic profile. The performance of the proposed 

scheme was evaluated using NBP as a performance metric. 

Simulative result shows that the proposed algorithm was 

successful in reducing NBP along with overall optimum 

utilization of resources. The authors in [22] have proposed 

two schemes for effective handling of spectrum 

fragmentation: a proactive and a reactive defragmentation 

scheme. These schemes utilize the hold time of incoming 

traffic request for efficient handling of network resources. 
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Simulative result shows that the proposed schemes were 

effective in reducing NBP and enhancing spectrum 

utilization. 

In [23], the authors have analyzed the effect of 

fragmentation rate on different network models based upon 

proactive and reactive defragmentation schemes. The 

authors also proposed a novel combined Proactive Reactive-

Delayed (Pro-Re-DL-DF) model that handles connection 

requests in scheduled manner. The authors further analyzed 

defragmentation as a service (DaaS) using proposed 

schemes and compared the results with FF and RF SA 

strategy. Simulative results show that the proposed scheme 

effectively reduces NBP. In [24], the authors proposed a 

hitless defragmentation algorithm for EONs using fast 

wavelength tracking in coherent receivers. Experimental 

demonstration shows that the proposed scheme was efficient 

in reducing the NBP upto a factor of 40 with improved BER 

performance. 

The authors in [25] proposed auto defragmentation method 

that continuously ‘defrags’ the spectral fragments flexible 

grid optical networks without causing any service 

disruption. Simulative result shows that the proposed 

method was successful in reducing NBP upto 76%. The 

authors further concludes that proposed method along with 

advanced optical components can paved way for self 

optimizing EONs. In [26], the authors have presented 

Hitless Optical Path Shift (HOPS) based reactive and 

proactive defragmentation algorithms for EONs. The 

simulative results shows that using reactive defragmentation 

schemes upto 98% of spectrum bandwidth can be optimally 

utilized with reduced spectral fragmentation. 

In [27], the authors have proposed a novel push-pull 

defragmentation technique for EONs utilizing coherent 

reception and tunable transmitter laser and tunable local 

oscillator at the receiver. The simulative result shows that 

the proposed technique was successful in reducing NBP 

considerably. The authors in [28] presented hitless 

bandwidth defragmentation algorithms for EONs using 

spectrum sweeping and hop tuning mechanisms. Simulative 

result shows that hop tuning technique achieved better 

performance and was successful in reducing NBP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In [29], the authors evaluated spectrum defragmentation in 

EONs using a two-dimensional fragmentation evaluation 

method. Further the proposed an algorithm for a multi-path 

fragmentation-aware routing, modulation and spectrum 

assignment algorithm (RMSA) for advance reservation (AR) 

and immediate reservation (IR) requests. Simulative result 

shows that the proposed algorithm was efficient in reducing 

NBP and enhancing spectrum utilization efficiency. 

The earlier work reported in literature have successfully 

suggested various techniques and algorithms for mitigation 

of defragmentation problems in isolation. In this paper we 

have extended our previous work on slot based SA 

algorithm that allocates SS based upon the relative 

difference between the slots required by incoming traffic 

demand and the SS present in candidate set. The proposed 

algorithm allocates SS that has minimum difference with 

that of required slot width. In this work, we have evaluated 

the performance of the proposed SA algorithm for effective 

defragmentation of spectral resources in terms of variation 

of NBP with network load using      as a fragmentation 

metric. 

 

IV. SIMULATION SETUP 

 

For simulations, several assumptions have been taken into 

consideration. Each fiber link has equal number of SSs and 

has same bandwidth. The incoming traffic demands follow a 

Poisson distribution with a hold-time of 150 msec. Each 

links has 80SS of 12.5GHz each that provides bandwidth of 

1THz. The modulation formats considered are BPSK, QPSK 

and 8-QAM. Table II presents the various parameters used 

during simulations.  

 

Table II: Parameters used in Simulation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PARAMETER VALUE 

Central Frequency 193.4THz 

SS Bandwidth 12.5GHz 

Bandwidth (Reference) 12.5GHz 

Data Transmission Rates 50,100,400 Gbps 

Noise Figure 3.162dB 

Input OSNR 30dB 

SS per link 80 

Spectrum Select Switch  loss 5dB 
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Let the Incoming traffic request tri can be expressed as tri = f (sti , dti, bti ,hti)  where sti is the source node, dti is destination node , 

bti is bandwidth required for incoming request and hti is the holding time for tri. The algorithm for proposed SA is given below.  

 Proposed SA Algorithm 

Step 1: Input Incoming Traffic Demand (tri = f (sti, dti, bti, hti)) 

Step 2: Compute Slot length (RS tri) required for incoming traffic 

demand (tri) 

Step 3: For  each traffic demand, Select route    (loop#1)  

 Compare RS tri with  SS from Candidate Set 

 For RS tri less than or equal to SS (loop #2) 

 Allocate Spectrum Slot (SS) 

 End of loop #2 

Step 4: For hold time hti not equal to zero, return to  loop#1 

Step 5: For each traffic demand (RS tri), compute hold time(hti) (loop 

#3) 

 For hold time (hti) not equal to zero, establish connection 

 End of loop#3 

 End of loop#1 

Step 6: For hold time hti equal to zero ,terminate request 

 

When a traffic request tri = f (sti, dti, bti, hti) arrives, the required SS width (     ) is calculated. Shortest path routing algorithm is 

used for route selection. If the route is found and the hold time (hti) is not zero then the connection request is accepted. The 

proposed SA assigns SS that have minimum difference or are equal to length tri . If a route is not found and the hold time 

expires then the request is terminated. We have carried out simulations using C++ IDE simulator using FABP (equation 3) as 

metric for quantifying fragmentation level and NBP as performance metric over 14 nodes 21link NSFNET Topology as shown 

in Figure 5[30]. 

 
 

Figure 5: NSFNET topology with 14 nodes 21link along with distance (in Km) between nodes [30] 

 

V. RESULT and DISCUSSION 

 

We have evaluated the performance of proposed SA strategy and a comparison is done with existing FF and RF SA strategy. 

The performance is evaluated using NBP as performance metric and FABP is taken as fragmentation metric with a granularity of 

4 SS. Figure 6 shows the values of NBP with variation in network load from 100 Erlangs to 600 Erlangs. 
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Figure6: Variation of Network Blocking Probability with Network Load 

Figure 6 shows the values of NBP with variation in network load from 100 Erlangs to 600 Erlangs. As network load increases, 

NBP increases for all SA strategies. The proposed SA provides minimum NBP as compared to FF and RF strategy and hence 

works efficiently in reducing fragmentation of spectral resources. The above graphical results are tabulated in the Table III 

given below. 

 

Table III: Variation of Network Blocking Probability with Network Load 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The performance of proposed SA strategy is further evaluated with different spectrum granularities. The performance is 

evaluated in terms of NBP with three values of spectrum granularity of 4, 8 and 16 SS. Figure 7 shows the variation of NBP 

with increase in network load at different values of spectrum granularity.  

With increase in spectrum granularity, the minimum free and contiguous SS required to assign SP to an incoming request 

increases. The NBP also increases due to increased spectrum fragmentation. The above graphical results are tabulated in the 

Table IV given below. 

0
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N
B

P
 

Variation of Network Blocking Probability With Network Load  

First Fit

Random Fit

Proposed SA

Network Load (Erlangs) 

Network Load (Erlangs) First Fit Random Fit Proposed SA 

100 0.0396 0.0842 0.0219 

200 0.0956 0.1377 0.07013 

300 0.1393 0.1659 0.1088 

400 0.15936 0.1988 0.1343 

500 0.1716 0.2064 0.1420 

600 0.2032 0.2331 0.1589 
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Figure 7: Variation of Network Blocking Probability with Network Load at different granularity. 

 

Table IV: Variation of Network Blocking Probability with Network Load at different granularity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Figure 7 and Table IV, it can be concluded that by selecting proper spectrum granularities using FABP metric, spectral 

resources can be managed efficiently. We further analyzed the proposed SA strategy using multipath routing algorithm and the 

performance is compared with fixed RSA strategy as shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure8: Comparison of proposed SA strategy over fixed and multipath routing schemes 

 

As multipath routing algorithm, divides a traffic demand requiring large number of SS into multiple smaller demands requiring 

fewer SSs. The multiple traffic demands are then routed over separate paths and thus help in reducing spectrum fragmentation. 

Thus the proposed SA strategy with multipath routing algorithm works efficiently and provides lesser NBP as compared with 

fixed RSA strategy. The above graphical results are tabulated in the Table IV given below. 
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Variation of Network Blocking Probability With Network Load  

Fixed Routing

Network Load (Erlangs) 

Network Load (Erlangs) 
Spectrum Granularity (GK) 

K=4 K=8 K=16 

100 0.0219 0.0220 0.0242 

200 0.07013 0.0977 0.1203 

300 0.1088 0.1493 0.1788 

400 0.1343 0.1844 0.2343 

500 0.1420 0.2338 0.2720 

600 0.1589 0.2621 0.3100 
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Table V: Comparison of proposed SA strategy over fixed and multipath routing schemes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Figure 8 and Table V, it is evident that the proposed SA strategy along with multipath routing performs efficiently and 

helps in reducing NBP. The proposed SA strategy provides an improvement of 46 percent in reducing NBP over FF and RF SA 

strategy. The use of multipath routing reduces NBP significantly with minimum traffic interruption and a further improvement 

of upto 22 percent is obtained at 600Erlangs traffic load. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents NBP based evaluation of spectrum defragmentation in EONs using a proposed slot based SA strategy. The 

performance of proposed SA is evaluated and compared with FF and RF SA strategy on the basis of variation of NBP with 

increase in network load using standard NSFNET topology and ABP as a fragmentation metric. Simulative result shows that 

the proposed SA strategy performs efficiently and provides 46% less NBP as compared to FF and RF SA strategies at a 

spectrum granularity of 4 slots. Further using multipath routing, the performance of proposed SA strategy is compared with 

fixed routing and an improvement of 22% is obtained at a network load of 600Erlangs. Thus the use of proposed SA strategy 

reduces spectrum fragmentation considerably and enhances the efficiency of EONs in handling network resources in an 

effective and optimal manner. 
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